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In this study the effects of accent and prosodic boundaries on the production of English vowels
~/Ä,{/!, by concurrently examining acoustic vowel formants and articulatory maxima of the tongue,
jaw, and lips obtained with EMA~Electromagnetic Articulography! are investigated. The results
demonstrate that prosodic strengthening~due to accent and/or prosodic boundaries! has differential
effects depending on the source of prominence~in accented syllables versus at edges of prosodic
domains; domain initially versus domain finally!. The results are interpreted in terms of how the
prosodic strengthening is related to phonetic realization of vowel features. For example, when
accented, /{/ was fronter in both acoustic and articulatory vowel spaces~enhancing@2back#!,
accompanied by an increase in both lip and jaw openings~enhancing sonority!. By contrast, at edges
of prosodic domains~especially domain-finally!, /{/ was not necessarily fronter, but higher
~enhancing@1high#!, accompanied by an increase only in the lip~not jaw! opening. This suggests
that the two aspects of prosodic structure~accent versus boundary! are differentiated by distinct
phonetic patterns. Further, it implies that prosodic strengthening, though manifested in fine-grained
phonetic details, is not simply a low-level phonetic event but a complex linguistic phenomenon,
closely linked to the enhancement of phonological features and positional strength that may license
phonological contrasts. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1861893#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Eq@AL # Pages: 3867–3878
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental presuppositions shared am
researchers in the fields of prosodic phonology and
phonetics–prosody interface is that speech utterances
produced in a ‘‘hierarchically organized structure of phon
logically defined constituents and heads’’~Beckman, 1996!
with higher constituents being decomposed into lower c
stituents. The prosodic structure has been considered a
essential element in speech production, as it is not on
source of subphonemic variation, but also it constrains
phonological shape of a segment by forming different d
mains of application of phonological rules~cf. Selkirk, 1986;
Jun, 1998!. The present study explores how prosodic str
ture influences the production of the English vowels /Ä,{/,
and how prosodic strengthening~i.e., temporal and/or spatia
expansion of articulation due to accent and/or proso
boundaries! can be related to the enhancement of phonolo
cal vowel features such as sonority and place features, w
may ultimately shed light on the relationship between p
sodic strengthening and linguistic contrast.

There are various approaches to determining proso
groupings@see Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk~1996! and Jun
~1998! for a general review and a discussion#. One line of
research assumes that the prosodic structure of an utter
is a grammatical entity in its own right, and it is realized
the surface by distinctive phonetic patterns, primarily via
prasegmental features such as pitch and temporal stru
~Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierrehumbert

a!Electronic mail: tcho@hanyang.ac.kr
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Beckman, 1988; Jun, 1993, and Beckman, 1996!. The model
of prosodic structure in this approach generally assumes
lower domains~e.g., Prosodic Words! are grouped into im-
mediately higher levels@e.g., the Intermediate Phrases~ip!#,
eventually forming the Intonational Phrase~IP!, the highest
phonological constituent.

In seeking the phonetic correlates of prosodic structu
researchers have traditionally paid special attention to
end of prosodic domains. For example, prosodic units lar
than a~phonological! word are generally defined in terms o
the distribution of phrase-final intonational contrasts~e.g.,
Bolinger, 1970; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Pierrehumbert a
Beckman, 1988! and final lengthening~e.g., Edwardset al.,
1991; Beckmanet al., 1992; Wightmanet al., 1992!. As for
other phonetic events at the end of prosodic domains, it
been suggested that domain-final vowels may be produ
with greater articulatory magnitude, resulting in grea
V-to-C displacement~Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Cho
2002; in-press; Tabain, 2003!. Moreover, Cho~2004! has
shown that boundary strength is reflected in cumulat
V-to-V coarticulatory resistance: domain-final vowels res
coarticulation with the following vowels to a greater degr
across a higher prosodic boundary than across a lower
These studies suggest that lengthening is just one of m
phonetic phenomena occurring at the ends of phrases, wh
taken together, may be thought of as a type of proso
strengthening to mark the ends of prosodic domains.@See
Byrd and Saltzman~2003! for simulations in the framework
of the mass-spring gestural model, which demonstrated th
clock-slowing implementation may induce both tempo
and spatial expansion at a stronger prosodic boundary.#
3867867/12/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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Other recent studies, however, have shown that pros
domains may also be signaled by extreme articulation at
left edges of the domains. For instance, consonants at
beginnings of phrases are more constricted than conson
in the middle of phrases. This phenomenon, known
domain-initial strengthening, has been documented in a s
ries of electropalatographic studies in English, French, K
rean, and Taiwanese~Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Cho an
Keating, 2001; Fougeron, 2001; see also Keatinget al.
~1999! for a cross-linguistic comparison!. ~See also Cho and
Jun, 2000 and Cho and McQueen, in press, for differen
phonetic effects of domain-initial strengthening in conne
tion with language-specific phonetic feature systems, in K
rean and Dutch, respectively.! Domain-initial strengthening
on a word level has also been observed acoustically by T
and Shattuck-Hufnagel~2000!.

Finally, prosodic strengthening effects can also be fou
in accented syllables, which may be thought of as the he
of Intermediate Phrases~see Beckman and Edwards, 1994!.
In addition to receiving distinctive tonal properties~such as
pitch accents!, segments in accented syllables are also m
strongly articulated~e.g., Beckmanet al., 1992; de Jong,
1995a, b; Erickson, 2002; Cho, in press!.

These three strong prosodic positions~i.e., domain-final,
domain-initial, and accented positions!, all of which are sub-
ject to prosodic strengthening, are the loci of the pres
investigation: it examines the phonetic realization of t
vowels /Ä,{/ both acoustically~as reflected in the F1–F
vowel space! and articulatorily~as reflected in the maxima o
the tongue, the jaw, and the lip opening!. ~Note that the jaw
and lip opening maxima are likely to represent the degree
the vocal track opening that is related to sonority expans
whereas the tongue maxima together with the acoustic
can be interpreted primarily as an index of how place f
tures are phonetically realized!.

While segments in prosodically strong positions are g
erally taken to be characterized by distinct phonetic patte
most previous studies discussed above have focused on
one articulator or one or two prosodic positions, leaving
not entirely clear whether the phonetic signatures of proso
structure differ in kind depending on the prosodic positio
This leads to questions regarding whether and how artic
tion under accent differs from articulation at the edges
prosodic domains, and whether and how domain-initial
ticulation differs from domain-final articulation.

The second question is related to prosodic strengthe
and linguistic contrast. Although prosodically strong po
tions have been regarded as ‘‘prominent’’ or ‘‘privileged
positions in which sonority is expanded~e.g., Beckman
et al., 1992! and phonemic contrasts are likely to be ma
mized ~e.g., de Jong, 1995a, b! or maintained~e.g., Beck-
man, 1998; Barnes, 2002; cf. Steriade, 1999!, our knowledge
on the relationship between the actual phonetic conseque
of prosodic strengthening and linguistic contrast has b
extremely limited. The present study therefore sets ou
determine how prosodic strengthening is related to lingui
contrast. Specifically, it investigates how prosodic streng
ening associated with different prosodic positions is rela
to the enhancement of phonological features of the vow
3868 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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/Ä,{/, which could result in linguistic contrast being max
mized, but possibly differentially depending on the source
prominence~e.g., in accented syllables versus at edges
prosodic domains; domain initially versus domain finally!.
Below are some specific hypotheses to be assessed in
nection with the two main research questions outlined abo

With respect to accent-induced prominence, Edwa
and Beckman~1988! and Beckmanet al. ~1992! proposed
that an accent has the effect of enhancing a segment’s in
sic sonority~the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis!. Under this
account, the influence of accent on vowels is to make th
more vowel-like by opening the vocal tract more; the infl
ence on consonants is to make them more consonant-lik
closing the vocal tract more tightly. Subsequently, de Jo
~1995a! proposed that stress leads to hyperarticulation,
hancing the distinctive features of segments in a way t
may maximize lexical distinctions, and sonority is just one
many distinctive features that are enhanced. In suppor
this localized hyperarticulation hypothesis, he showed t
the tongue position for an English vowel /*/ is backer, being
accompanied by a lower jaw position,1 which indicates both
sonority expansion~jaw lowering! and the enhancement o
place features~@1back# by the tongue backing!.

Under this hypothesis, it is of particular interest to e
amine /Ä/ and /{/ at the same time because tongue lower
for /Ä/ could be interpreted as suggesting an enhancemen
both nonsonority~place! feature~e.g.,@1low#! and sonority
feature, whereas tongue raising for /{/ could be interpreted as
an enhancement of the place feature@1high#, but in conflict
with enhancement of the sonority feature as it reduces
size of the vocal track opening. In the latter case, howe
sonority expansion may still be attained by making the j
and the lip openings larger independently of the tongue r
ing. Thus, under the hyperarticulation hypothesis, it is p
dicted that the tongue is involved primarily in the enhanc
ment of the nonsonority~place! features, whereas the jaw
and the lips are involved primarily to achieve sonority fe
ture enhancement, independently of the tongue.

With respect to boundary-induced prominence, Farn
ani and Vayra~1996! hypothesize that while prominence un
der accent fits the localized hyperarticulation hypothe
prominence at edges fits sonority expansion, which wo
heighten]CV or V]C contrast~where ]5some prosodic
boundary!. Thus, one can predict that prosodic strengthen
at the edges of prosodic domains is different in kind fro
that associated with an accent, such that the former is dr
primarily by the sonority expansion, but not by the enhan
ment of place features. If this were the case, all three art
lators would converge on sonority expansion to be reflec
in increased lip/jaw opening and tongue lowering for bo
vowels /Ä/ or /{/ at a higher prosodic boundary. It should b
noted, however, that place features may still be opportu
tically enhanced to the extent that is not in conflict wi
sonority expansion. The enhancement of the feature@1high#
for /{/ ~as may be reflected in tongue raising together w
decreased lip and jaw openings! would be suppressed, as
would result in affecting the sonority expansion antagoni
cally. On the other hand, the enhancement of the place
ture @1low# for /Ä/ goes hand in hand with sonority expa
T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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sion: the articulatory maneuvers for sonority expansion ofÄ/
~e.g., increased lip and jaw openings and the tongue low
ing! would effectively result in the enhancement of@1low#.

This hypothesis will be tested separately for doma
initial and domain-final vowels since there have been diff
ent predictions made in the literature. For example, Fouge
and Keating~1997! speculate that strengthening may be ve
local to the domain edge such that the boundary-indu
strengthening effect may be evident primarily in the doma
final vowel and the domain-initial consonant, resulting in
greater V-to-C displacement across a larger prosodic bou
ary. Since a domain-initial vowel in]CV is not strictly
domain-initial, the sonority expansion effect might b
smaller, or even absent, for domain-initial vowels.

In a traditional phonological framework~e.g., SPE,
Chomsky and Halle 1968!, vowels have often been define
in terms of the height and backness of the tongue~e.g.,
@1high, -back# for /i/ and @1low, 1back# for /Ä/!. However,
some researchers have proposed that vowel features ma
better understood in acoustic/auditory terms, for example
a F1-F2 plane~e.g., Neary, 1977, Flemming, 1995, Lad
foged, 2000!. However, it should be noted here that in som
other frameworks, vowels are described in terms of const
tion degree and location~Wood, 1979, 1982; Jackson, 198
cf. Browman and Goldstein, 1992!. In this framework, /{/ is
characterized as having a narrow constriction in the regio
the hard palate and /Ä/ as having a narrow constriction in th
lower pharynx. As described below, the articulatory comp
nent of the present study has been designed to identify
tongue position in a maxilla-based coordinate system defi
by the occlusal plane without making specific reference
the opposing walls. Thus, it will be difficult to evaluate th
prosodic strengthening effect on articulation in terms of
constriction degree and location. Similarly, the articulato
data in the present study provide positions of pellets attac
on the tongue dorsum area, but not the tongue root a
which allows for only indirect assessment of the tongu
backness for /Ä/. Thus, the articulatory data with respect
the tongue’s physical backness in this study must be in
preted as being indicative rather than conclusive.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Speech material and speakers

Each sentence in the corpus included two test syllab
~domain-final/domain-initial!, yielding a C1V1]C2V2 se-
quence~]5some prosodic boundary! across two English
words, as seen in sample sentences given in Table I. C1 and
C2 were always /"/, whose articulation is known to mini
mally interfere with the vocalic lingual articulation, and V1

and V2 were homorganic~/{]"{/ and /Ä]"Ä/!. As for pro-
sodic variables, the boundary between the test syllables
varied from the Intonational Phrase boundary~IP!, to the
Intermediate Phrase boundary~ip!, to the Word boundary
~Wd!. Accentuation was also manipulated in prebound
and postboundary syllables, resulting in four pai
ACC]ACC, ACC]UNACC, UNACC]ACC, UNACC]UNACC. Such
a manipulation of prosodic factors yields three prosodic v
ables:~a! strength of prosodic boundary;~b! accentuation of
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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syllables adjacent to the boundary~accented, unaccented!;
~c! position-in-domain of test syllables~initial, final!. This
yielded a total of 48 different sequences~3 prosodic
boundaries32 accentual patterns32 accentual patterns in th
neighboring vowel32 edges32 vowel types!.

Six native speakers of American English participated
the experiment, but only five were included in this study d
to technical errors~see below!. Participants were either lin
guistics students or postdoctoral fellows at UCLA. In ord
to control for the variation in rounding in the low vowe
speakers whose dialect lacked the phoneme /Å/ were chosen,
so that the vowel in the test wordbop was produced as
unrounded low back vowel /Ä/. Speakers were all trained i
the production of English sentences in the ToBI~Tone and
Break Index! framework~see Silvermanet al., 1992; Beck-
man and Ayers, 1997! prior to the experiment. Before th
actual recording date, each speaker participated in an
proximately two-hour long practice session.

B. Procedures

Accent patterns were recorded in lexically contrasti
discourse frames, as in Table I, in which the two word tar
sequence is /"Ä]"Ä/ in Little Bah bopped the girl. ~/"{]"{/
sequence tokens were produced in similar discourse fra
as in Donna B. beeped at him.! The words highlighted in
bold in the table received the accent. The prompt was r
silently by the speaker to cue the intended accent patte
which were provided using partial ToBI transcriptions in t
script ~see below!. For a balanced number of tokens for
and IP, speakers were asked to produce two different re
tions for each sentence designed for inducing phrasal bou
aries as shown in~b! in Table I: one with an ip boundary
~rendition 1! and one with and IP boundary~rendition 2!.
Speakers had no difficulty producing two versions of ea
sentence~ip and IP!, given the practice session and previo
phonetic training. Each sentence was read twice in suc
sion at their comfortable rate of speech and the entire list
read twice, for a total of four repetitions per sentence. T
yielded a total of 960 sentence tokens for analysis~48 sen-
tence types35 speakers34 repetitions!.

An EMA system~Carstens Articulograph AG 100! was
used with seven transducer coils to track articulatory mo
ments ~cf. Hoole, 1996!. Two reference transducers we
placed on the nose and upper gumline, or maxillary incis
both of which were used by the EMA analyzing software

TABLE I. Sample sentences containing the sequence /"Ä]"Ä/ with different
prosodic boundaries~IP,ip,Wd! and accentual patterns. The words receivi
accent are highlighted in bold.

]5Word boundary:
~a! ACC.-UNACC.

Prompt: Did you just say ‘‘LittleBoo bopped the girl last night’’?
Target: No, ‘‘Little Bah ] bopped the girl’’
rendition: ~L1!H* L2L%

]5Intermediate or Intonational Phrase boundaries~ip or IP!:
~b! ACC.-UNACC.

Prompt: Did you say ‘‘LittleBoo bopped theboy last night’’?
Target: No, ‘‘Little Bah ] bopped thegirl .’’
rendition 1: ~L1!H*L2 ~L1!H* L2L%
rendition 2: ~L1!H*L2L% ~L1!H* L2L%
3869T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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establish a maxilla-based coordinate system and to co
for head movement inside the helmet. The remaining fi
transducers were located on articulators: Two transdu
coils were placed on the tongue: one at the tongue dor
~TD! about 5 cm from the tongue tip and one at the tong
midsection~TM!, about 2.5 cm from the tongue tip.

Next, in order to align the articulatory space to the ma
illary occlusal plane, a flat plastic bite plate~approximately
the size of bank card, custom-fit to the size of the subje
mouth! was used with two transducer coils attached alo
the midline that corresponds to the midsagittal line. The
ticulatory space was rotated so that thex axis was the max-
illary occlusal plane. Based on such a rotation, a maxi
based coordinate system was established in which thex axis
is parallel to the maxillary occlusal plane with they axis
being perpendicular to that at the junction of the occlu
plane and the central maxillary incisor, and this is consist
across speakers.@A similar data processing procedure w
employed by Tabain~2003!; see Westbury~1994! for a fur-
ther discussion about the usefulness of the occlusal pla#
The EMA data were sampled at 500 Hz. The obtained ki
matic signals were then submitted to low-pass filtering wit
filter cutoff of 50 Hz, using Tailor~Carstens’ data processin
program; see http://linguistics.ucla.edu/faciliti/facilitie
physiology/ema.htm.

The relevant C1V1]C2V2 portion of the audio recording
was transcribed, with the aid of an acoustic display, by t
trained ToBI transcribers~one the author! following the cri-
teria set forth in the ToBI transcription system. In gener
accents receive either H* or L1H*, and three prosodic
boundaries were identified: the IP boundary~marked by a
boundary tone and a break index 4!; the ip boundary~marked
by a break index 3, a phrasal tone, and no boundary to!;
the Word boundary~marked by a break index 1, in th
middle of an Intermediate Phrase!. The two transcribers
identified identical locations of accent in every token of t
entire dataset. The only difference between the two transc
ers came from a choice between the Intonational Ph
boundary and the Intermediate Phrase boundary, and
tween L1H* and H* for accented words. Because the d
ference between IP and ip boundaries is an important exp
mental variable in this study, only tokens whose renditio
were agreed on by the two transcribers~94.3%! were used
for analysis.2

The extreme points of the tongue mid~TM! and tongue
dorsum ~TD! transducers were primarily identified from
minima in the tangential velocity signal, following Lo¨fqvist,
Gracco, and Nye~1993! and Löfqvist ~1999!. These points
were cross-checked by inspecting a sagittal display of
tongue movement trajectories, in which ‘‘turn-aroun
points could be found. In the usual case, these correspon
the tangential velocity minima. However, cross-check
was especially useful when there was more than one tan
tial velocity minimum or when there was a temporal offs
between thex andy maxima. In such cases, as suggested
a reviewer, the maxima in thex andy dimensions were taken
separately at different times to record the actual extremx
andy position values during vowel articulation. Out of 96
tokens, 247 tokens~25.7%! showedx–y timing misalign-
3870 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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ment, leading to a mean68.9 ms temporal offset for the
entire tokens.

The measurements for the tongue midsection and d
sum transducers were always taken at the same point in t
In most cases, the tangential velocity minima for the tw
transducers were synchronized. But, for the sake of con
tency, the dorsum maxima were taken in synchrony with
midsection maxima. The extraction of the extreme points
the jaw during vowels was performed by taking the ma
mum Euclidean distance between the transducer at the lo
gumline and the transducer at the upper gumline~reference
point!. Similarly, the extreme points for the lips during vow
els were taken from the lip aperture profile as the maxim
Euclidean distance between the upper and lower lip tra
ducers. The jaw and lip opening measurements were alig
in time. Finally, the formant values were obtained from t
acoustic signals sampled at 16 000 Hz in synchrony w
tongue maximum points. F1 and F2 were determined fr
the LPC spectra~with 18 or 20 coefficients! superimposed on
FFT spectra with a 512-point~32 ms! frame window cen-
tered around the tongue maximum points.

Statistical evaluation of the systematic influence of p
sodic factors was primarily based on repeated meas
~RM! Analyses of Variance. The within-subject factors co
sidered were Prosodic Boundary~IP,ip,Wd! and Accent
~ACC, UNACC!. The factor Speaker was added as a betwe
subject factor to the analysis in order to take into account
speakers’ contribution to any observed significance effe
Thus, a significant interaction between a prosodic factor
the factor Speaker would imply speaker-by-speaker diff
ences. Therefore, whenever there is such a significant in
action, remarks on each speaker behavior will be made
comparison with the overall pattern across speakers. H
ever, adding the between-subject factor Speaker requires
each speaker contributes multiple scores per condition, m
ing it impractical to average the data over repetitions.
compensate for this, the alpha level for significance was
more conservatively at 1% (p,0.01). Finally, to avoid vio-
lating the sphericity assumption, Huynh–Feldt corrected
grees of freedom~thus, often fractional values! were used in
generating F ratio andp values.

III. RESULTS

A. Domain-final vowels „V1]…

1. Effect of accent on V1
a. Accent effect onV1 F1 and F2 and tongue maxima

The results are summarized in Fig. 1. Before delving into
detailed results, a few notes regarding the figure formats
in order. Each value in the figure~and other figures below! is
the mean of speaker means with data pooled across o
conditions~in this case, Boundary Type and Accent of th
adjacent vowel!. The F1–F2 formant plots shown in Fig. 1~a!
and elsewhere have been drawn with the UCLA PlotF
mants software. The scales are in accordance with the B
scale, and the ellipses are drawn with radii of two stand
deviations of the raw data along the axes of the first t
principal components.
T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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Now consider /{]/. Results of RM ANOVAs showed tha
/{]/ was significantly fronter when accented versus un
cented in both the acoustic~F1–F2! and the articulatory
vowel spaces@Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!#. There were no interaction
with Speaker~showing consistency across speakers!.

In the vertical dimension, however, there was no m
accent effect on /{]/ in either the acoustic or the articulator
vowel space@Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!#. However, there were signifi
cant interactions with Speaker~F@8,30#532.12,p,0.001 for
F1; F@8,30#58.21, p,0.01 for TM; F@8,30#56.39, p,0.01
for TD!. Two speakers showed lowering effects@S1, in both
the acoustic~F1! and the articulatory~TM! dimensions; S2,

FIG. 1. Effect of Accent on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima /{]/ and /Ä]/
~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-final posi-
tion. ~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001; N530.) Note that each
value in the figure~and other figures below! is the mean of speaker mean
with data pooled across other conditions~in this case, across prosodi
boundary conditions and accent conditions of the adjacent domain-in
vowel!. Thus,N is 30 ~5 speakers33 prosodic boundaries32 accent condi-
tions of the adjacent vowel!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
-

n

only in the articulatory~TD! dimension#. On the other hand
two other speakers~S4,S5! showed the opposite pattern~i.e.,
raising! in the acoustic~F1! dimension, but not in the corre
sponding articulatory dimension.

For /Ä]/, there were reliable acoustic and articulato
lowering effects when accented@Figs. 1~a!, 1~c!# with no
interactions with the Speaker. Contrary to the robust low
ing effect, however, in the horizontal dimension /Ä]/ showed
no consistent backing effect@Figs. 1~a!, 1~c!#. The backing
effect was found in two speakers~S1,S3! only in the acoustic
dimension ~F2!, while no speakers showed correspondi
backing in the articulatory dimension.

In summary, the high/front /{]/, when accented, is con
sistently fronter in both acoustic and articulatory vow
spaces but not necessarily higher: Only two speakers~S1,S2!
showed accent-induced raising in both acoustic and artic
tory dimensions and two others~S4,S5! showed the opposite
in the acoustic dimension. The low/back vowel /Ä]/ is con-
sistently lower when accented, but backer in two speak
~S1,S3! only in the acoustic dimension~F2!. ~See Sec. IV A
for a discussion on this!.

b. Accent effect onV1 lip and jaw opening maxima
Both lip and jaw opening maxima were reliably larger wh
accented than unaccented regardless of the vowel type@Fig.
1~d!#. There were no interactions with the Speaker, show
a consistent pattern across speakers.

2. Effect of boundary type on V1
a. Boundary effect on F1 and F2 and tongue maxima

V1 For /{]/, there were significant accent-induced raisi
effects @Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!#. /{]/ was higher before a highe
boundary in both acoustic~F1! and articulatory~tongue
height! dimensions~IP5ip.Wd, p,0.01). There were no
significant interactions with the Speaker.@All five speakers
showed either a two-way~IP.Wd or ip.Wd or IP.ip! or a
three-way~IP.ip.Wd! distinction.#

As for the fronting effects, inconsistency was found b
tween the acoustic~F2! and the articulatory~x! dimensions
@Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!#. There was a significant fronting effect i
F2 before a higher boundary~IP5ip.Wd, p,0.01), with no
interaction with the Speaker. On the other hand, in the art
latory ~x! dimension, there were no main effects but sign
cant interactions with Speaker~F@8,30#512.23,p,0.001 for
TM; F@8,30#59.39, p,0.01 for TD! such that only one
speaker~S5! showed a significant fronting effect in TM.

For /Ä]/, there was significant lowering and backing
both the acoustic and the articulatory vowel spaces@Figs.
2~a!, 2~c!#. In the acoustic space, boundary-induced lower
and backing of /Ä]/ was found in three speakers~S1, S2, S5
for lowering; S3, S4, S5 for backing!. In the articulatory
dimension, the lowering and backing effect becomes e
clearer: four speakers~excluding S1! showed tongue lower-
ing in either TM or TD and all five showed tongue backin
before a higher prosodic boundary in both TD and TM.

In summary, in the vertical dimension, there was a co
sistent boundary-induced raising effect for /{]/ in both
acoustic and articulatory spaces; in the horizontal dimens
a fronting effect for /{]/ was found primarily in the acoustic
dimension.~See Sec. IV B for a discussion on this.! These

al
3871T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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boundary effects on /{]/ differed from the accent effects i
that the former induced consistent acoustic/articulatory r
ing whereas the latter induced consistent acous
articulatory fronting. For the low/back vowel /Ä]/, there
were consistent boundary-induced lowering and backing
both the acoustic and the articulatory vowel spaces. In
ticular, the boundary effect on backing of /Ä]/ was more
consistent than was the accent effect, while both the bou
ary and the accent effects showed similar acous
articulatory lowering of /Ä]/.

b. Boundary effect on lip and jaw opening maxima inV1

As shown in Fig. 2~d!, the lip opening was signifi-
cantly larger for both vowels before a higher prosod
boundary~IP5ip.Wd, p,0.01). There were no interaction
with the Speaker. In contrast to the lip opening pattern, th

FIG. 2. Effect of Prosodic Boundary on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima
/{]/ and /Ä]/ ~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-
final position.~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001;N520.) Note that
in this case,N is 20~5 speakers32 accent conditions32 accent conditions of
the adjacent vowel.!
3872 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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was a symmetry in the jaw opening maxima between /{]/
and /Ä]/. On the one hand, as shown in the right panel
Fig. 2~d!, /{]/ showed a small but significantlysmaller jaw
opening before a higher boundary~ip or IP! than before a
lower one ~Wd! (p,0.01), with no significant interaction
with the Speaker.~All five speakers showed the same pa
tern.! On the other hand, /Ä]/ showed no main effect on th
jaw opening but a significant interaction with the Speak
~F@8,30#511.98, p,0.01). Notably, only one speaker~S5!
showed an increase in the jaw opening at a higher bound
and two speakers~S2,S4! showed a decrease in the jaw ope
ing at a higher boundary, as was the case for /{]/.

In summary, domain-final vowels were produced with
larger lip opening before higher prosodic boundaries, but
necessarily with a larger jaw opening. In fact, for /{]/, the
jaw opening was reliablysmaller at a higher boundary, a
opposed to the accent-induced increase in the jaw ope
for /{]/. ~See Sec. IV B for a relevant discussion on the d
crepancy between the jaw and the lip openings.!

B. Articulatory maxima in domain-initial
„post-boundary … vowels „]CV2…

1. Effect of accent on C2V2
a. Accent effect on F1 and F2 and tongue maxima

C2V2 For /]"{/, there were consistent fronting effects, wi
no interactions with the Speaker, in both the acoustic and
articulatory dimensions@Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!#. However, as was
the case for the domain-final accent effect, there were un
pected accent-induced lowering effects in both the acou
and articulatory dimensions; for the latter the effect was e
dent in TM. Only one speaker~S4! showed accent-induce
raising for /{/ in both the acoustic and the articulatory vow
space. Conversely, four speakers~S1,S2,S3,S5! showed low-
ering in the acoustic dimension~F1!, with two speakers
~S1,S5! also showing lowering in the articulatory dimensio

For /]"Ä/, accent entailed significant lowering and bac
ing in the acoustic dimension with no interaction with th
Speaker@Fig. 3~a!#. The articulatory data showed a corr
sponding tongue lowering effect@Fig. 3~c!#, but not a corre-
sponding backing effect. Only one speaker~S3! showed sig-
nificant tongue backing and two~S2,S4! tongue fronting.
~See Sec. IV A for possible explanations for the discrepa
between the acoustic and the articulatory data.!

In summary, as was for domain-final vowels, in th
backness dimension domain-initial /{/ was consistently
fronter when accented in both acoustic and articulat
spaces, but in the vertical dimension, it was actuallylower, at
least in the acoustic dimension. The low/back /Ä/ was gener-
ally lower and backer when accented, although the back
effect for /Ä/ was primarily evident in the acoustic dimen
sion.

b. Accent effect onV2 lip and jaw opening maximaAs
shown in Fig. 3~d!, accented V2 is associated with greate
jaw and lip openings than unaccented V2 , regardless of the
vowel type. All speakers showed significantly greater ja
and lip opening patterns for accented domain-initial vowe
T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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2. Effect of boundary type on domain-initial C2V2
a. Boundary effect onC2V2 F1 and F2 and tongue

maxima The results with respect to the boundary effect
the domain-initial vowels are not as robust and consisten
the boundary effect on the domain-final vowels. Consi
/]"{/ in the acoustic F1–F2 vowel space@Fig. 4~a!#. There
was no main effect of Boundary in the acoustic dimensi
but significant interactions with Speaker~F@8,30#55.77, p
,0.01 in F1; F@8,30#56.68, p,0.01 in F2!. Only one
speaker~S5! showed boundary-induced raising and back
~not fronting! for /{/, and all others showed no significa
differences. On the other hand, in the articulatory dim
sions, there was significant tongue raising for /{]/ at a higher
boundary~IP.Wd, p,0.01), as reflected in TM in Fig. 4~b!.
@Four speakers~S1,S2,S4,S5! showed a articulatory raising
effect at a higher boundary, and one speaker~S3! showed the
opposite trend.# By contrast, there was no evidence f

FIG. 3. Effect of Accent on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima /]{/ and /]Ä/
~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-initial posi-
tion. ~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001; N530.)
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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boundary-induced tongue fronting: only one speaker~S5!
showed a tongue fronting effect but two others~S3,S4!
showed the opposite.

Turning to /]"Ä/, as shown in Figs. 4~a!, 4~c!, both
acoustic and articulatory data showed no main effect but
nificant interactions with the Speaker in all cases. In
backness dimension, two speakers~S3,S5! showed acoustic
and articulatory backing for /Ä/ after a higher prosodic
boundary, and an additional speaker~S4! showed articulatory
backing only. In the height dimension, only one speaker~S1!
showed the lowering of /Ä/ in the acoustic dimension an
two ~S3,S5! in the articulatory dimension. Interestingly, th
two speakers~S3,S5! who showed tongue lowering were th
ones who showed acoustic~and articulatory! backing for /Ä/.

In summary, domain-initial /{/ was higher at a highe
boundary, more so in the articulatory than in the acous
dimension. One speaker~S5! showed both acoustic and a

FIG. 4. Effect of Prosodic Boundary on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima
/]{/ and /]Ä/ ~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-
initial position. ~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001; N520.)
3873T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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ticulatory raising and three speakers~S1,S2,S4! showed ar-
ticulatory raising only. Unlike the domain-final /{/, however,
there was no consistent evidence of either an acoustic o
articulatory fronting effect: only S5 showed a fronting effe
only in the articulatory dimension. The effect of Bounda
on domain-initial /Ä/ was less clear. Notably, however, tw
speakers~S3,S5! showed boundary-induced backing in bo
the acoustic and the articulatory dimensions, and the s
two speakers also showed articulatory tongue loweri
which was not coupled with acoustic lowering.~See Sec.
IV A for a discussion on this.!

b. Boundary effect onC2V2 lip and jaw maxima There
was a significant main effect of Boundary on the maximu
lip opening for /]"{/ ~IP.ip5Wd, p,0.01) seen in Fig.
4~d!. But there was a significant interaction with Speak
~F@8,30#519.77,p,0.001): two speakers~S1,S5! showed a
significantly larger lip opening after a higher bounda
~IP>ip.Wd!, while two others~S2,S4! showed nonsignifi-
cant trends in the same direction. The jaw opening data
/]"{/ also showed a significant main effect, as shown in
right panel of Fig. 4~d!, but in the opposite direction: the jaw
opening was smaller for IP and ip than for Wd (p,0.01!.
Four speakers indeed showed a decreased jaw opening
higher boundary~IP5ip,Wd, p,0.01). ~Recall that the
same four speakers showed a boundary-induced decrea
the jaw opening for the domain-final /{]/.!

As for /]"Ä/, there was a main effect of Boundar
showing a significantly larger lip opening at a higher pr
sodic boundary~IP.ip5Wd, p,0.01), as shown in Fig
4~d!. There was, however, a significant interaction w
Speaker~F@8,30#511.21,p,0.01) due to one speaker~S3!,
who showed the opposite pattern.~Four speakers showed
similar pattern, but only significantly so for S1, S5!. For the
jaw opening for /]"Ä/, there were no effects of Boundary.

In summary, for domain-initial /{/, the lip opening is
generally larger at a higher prosodic boundary~found in four
speakers! but the jaw opening issmaller ~found in four
speakers! at higher prosodic boundaries; for domain-initi
/Ä/, the lip opening was generally larger at higher bounda
but there was no boundary effect at all on the jaw openi

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The results are recapitulated below and in Table II.
A summary of accent effects (when accented)are as fol-

lows: ~1! Both the lip and the jaw openings for both /Ä/ vs /{/
are generally larger;~2! the high front vowel /{/ is consis-
tently fronter but not necessarily higher~only two speakers
showed raising effects only in the acoustic dimension!; and
~3! the low back vowel /Ä/ is generally lower, but backe
only in the acoustic vowel space.5

A summary of boundary effects (at a higher bounda
are as follows:~1! The lip opening for both vowels /{,Ä/ is
generally larger, but more consistently so in domain-fi
positions than in domain-initial ones;~2! the jaw opening is
not larger. Instead, it is significantly and consistently sma
for /{/, while there is no consistent jaw opening pattern
/Ä/; ~3! the high front vowel /{/ is consistently higher in
domain-final positions. But in domain-initial positions, it
generally higher only in the articulatory vowel space;~4! the
3874 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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high front vowel /{/ is consistently fronter in domain-fina
positions primarily in the acoustic space. In domain-init
positions, it is hardly fronter;~5! the low back vowel /Ä/ is
consistently lower in domain-final positions. In domai
initial positions, there is no significant lowering effect fo
/Ä/; and ~6! the low back vowel /Ä/ is consistently backer
though the effect is more consistently so in domain-final th
in domain-initial position.

A. Accent and featural enhancement

It was hypothesized that under accent, the maximum
sition of the tongue should increase in a direction to enha
place features, whereas the jaw and lip openings should
expanded in order to increase sonority. As far as the open
of the vocal tract is concerned, the results showed that
cented vowels are produced with an increase in jaw and
openings for both vowels /Ä,{/, which is taken to be an en
hancement of the sonority feature.

As for place features@high, low, back#, defined in the
acoustic F1–F2 vowel space, the results showed that /Ä/ is
generally lower and backer when accented versus un

TABLE II. A summary of the main effects of Accent and Boundary Type
domain-final ~I]! and domain-initial~]I! vowels. Cells with descriptions
indicate that the main effects are significant atp,0.01 with ‘‘* ’’ and p
,0.001 with ‘‘** .’’ When there are significant interactions between a p
sodic factor and the factor Speaker, the individual speaker’s contributio
the observed pattern is also noted parenthetically based on the results
series oft-tests conducted between conditions with each speaker.

V-
type

Phonetic
dimension

s

Accent effect Boundary effect

I] ~V1! ]I ~V2! I] ~V1! ]I ~V2!

F1 n.s. n.s. ** n.s.
/{/ H ~Ss4,5! H ~S2! H H ~S5!

L ~S1! L ~Ss1,3,4,5!
Tonguey ** ** ** **

L ~Ss1,2! H ~S2! H H ~Ss1,2,4,5!
L ~Ss1,5! L ~S3!

F2 ** ** ** n.s.
F F F B ~S5!

Tonguex ** ** n.s. n.s.
F F F ~S5! F ~S5!

B ~Ss1,4! B ~Ss3,4!
Lip ** ** ** **

LG LG LG LG ~Ss1,5!
Jaw ** ** ** **

LG LG SM SM ~Ss1,2,3,5!

F1 ** ** ** n.s.
/Ä/ L L L ~Ss1,2,5! L ~S1!

H ~S2!
Tonguey ** ** ** n.s.

L L L L ~Ss3,5!
H ~Ss2,4!

F2 ** ** ** n.s.
B ~Ss1,3! B B ~Ss3,4,5! B ~Ss3,5!

F ~S1!
Tonguex n.s. n.s. ** **

B ~S3! B B ~Ss3,4,5!
F ~Ss2,4!

Lip ** ** ** **
LG LG LG LG ~Ss1,5!

SM ~S3!
Jaw ** ** ** n.s.

LG LG LG ~S5!
SM ~Ss2,4!

Note: H5higher, L5lower, F5fronter, B5backer, SM5smaller, LG
5larger; Ss5Speakers. Numbers in parentheses indicate speaker IDs.
T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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cented, which can be interpreted as an enhancement of
@1low# and @1back# for /Ä/. For the high front vowel /{/,
however, it is consistently fronter, but not necessarily high
suggesting that accentuation induces an enhancemen
@2back#, but not a consistent enhancement of@1high# inso-
far as the features are defined in the acoustic vowel sp
This suggests that not all nonsonority~place! features de-
fined in the acoustic dimension are enhanced uniformly
der accent.

Now, let us consider how the acoustic results can
linked to the articulatory results. For /Ä/, the acoustic lower-
ing effect ~enhancement of@1low#! was further evident in
the articulatory space. The enhancement of@1low# as re-
flected in the raised F1 may be attributable to the articulat
maneuvers involving not only the jaw and lip opening b
also the tongue lowering, converging on sonority expans
~e.g., Harringtonet al., 2000; Erickson, 2002!. On the other
hand, the enhancement of@1back# evident in backing in the
acoustic space~lowered F2! was not consistently accompa
nied by the tongue backing in the articulatory space,~while
the tongue lowering was observed in all speakers!. In the
present study, the articulatory vowel space reflects a Ca
sian vowel space defined by the occlusal plane. The acou
F2 lowering may then not be directly translatable in terms
the tongue backing in an articulatory space defined this w
Instead, as Wood~1979, 1982! proposed, the observed F
lowering for /Ä/ may be better accounted for by an increa
in the constriction degree in the low pharyngeal area in
vicinity of the epiglottis. It is then plausible that the tongu
lowering in a Cartesian vowel space may indeed increase
constriction degree in the low pharyngeal area, which wo
result in backing in the acoustic space~lowered F2!. Accord-
ing to the nomogram, based on a two-tube model~e.g., Fant
1960!, it is predicted that F2 as a back-cavity resonance
/Ä/ increases as the length of the back-cavity gets sho
~Stevens, 1989; Ladefoged, 1996; Johnson, 1997!. This pos-
sibility is indeed further supported by the boundary effe
on /Ä/ in domain-initial positions. Recall that the two spea
ers~S3,S5! who showed accent-induced~articulatory! tongue
lowering were the ones who also showed backing in
acoustic space~lowered F2! for /Ä/, which suggests a clos
relationship between the articulatory tongue lowering and
backing in the acoustic space, at least in these two spea

Turning to /{/, there was a closer mapping between t
acoustic and articulatory vowel spaces. The accent-indu
fronting effect ~enhancement of@2back#! in the acoustic
space was further manifested in the tongue fronting in
articulatoryx dimension, whereas the nonraising effect~thus
no evidence of@1high# enhancement! in F1 was commensu
rate to the nonraising effect in the articulatoryy dimension.
In fact, two speakers showed accent-induced lowering eff
in both the acoustic~F1! and the articulatory~TM, tongue
mid! vowel spaces~and two others in the acoustic spa
only!. The tongue lowering for /{/ in TM for these speakers
might be interpreted as the entire tongue body being shi
forward along the arc of the palate~as evidenced in the
tongue fronting!, which may rotate the tongue midpositio
slightly downward. Alternatively, the lowering of TM fo
accented /{/ could be interpreted, not in terms of place featu
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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enhancement, but simply as a byproduct due to the ton
shifting to achieve a proper constriction degree and loca
in the area of the palate. However, these two alternatives
not fully explain why there is also a corresponding acous
lowering effect~F1 raising! in the acoustic dimension. In
stead, the acoustic and articulatory lowering effects obser
in some speakers may be interpreted as a result of the ar
latory maneuver coupled with the jaw lowering~and the lip
opening! to increase sonority.

These hypotheses lead to an interesting observation
the height dimension in both acoustic and articulatory, wh
a vowel has a place feature whose enhancement is in d
conflict with sonority expansion~i.e., @1high# for /{/!, the
enhancement of that feature appears to be suppresse
found in most speakers’ data. What appears to be enha
then is the@2back# feature evident in both the acoustic an
articulatory fronting, which at least has no antagonistic eff
on sonority expansion. On the other hand, when a vowel
place features whose enhancement is not in conflict with
nority expansion~in the case of@1low# and@1back# for /Ä/!,
no such constraint applies. This observation is also suppo
by a finding reported by de Jong~1995a!, who showed that
the tongue position for English vowel /*/ ~with two place
features@1high# and @2back#! is backer but not necessaril
higher under accent.3

This account suggests that accent-driven hyperartic
tion of vowels in English is achieved by an enhancemen
some, but not all, place features, with consistent sono
expansion. If the ultimate goal of accent is to maximize ph
nemic contrast and ultimately lexical distinctions, in th
spirit of the hyperarticulation hypothesis, such distinctio
are not necessarily maximized by enhancement of all
distinctive place features, but may actually be best enhan
by making segments louder as a result of sonority expans
and other featural enhancement may enhance the periph
ity of the vowels not in all directions but in ways that do n
conflict with sonority expansion. Similarly, Fowler~1995!
suggests that that the phonetic goal of accent is to sim
maximize prominence in order for listeners to understa
better~the global effect hypothesis!.

B. Prosodic boundary and featural enhancement

Another hypothesis set forth for this study was that t
phonetic realization of vowels at domain edges is driven p
marily by sonority expansion, and not by hyperarticulatio
such that all three articulators~the tongue, the jaw, and th
lips! converge on a larger vocal tract opening at higer p
sodic boundaries, resulting in acoustic lowering~i.e., F1 rais-
ing!. In this vein, it was also predicted that nonsonor
~place! features would not be enhanced if the results wo
be antagonistic to the sonority expansion. However, the
sults revealed that although there is some evidence
boundary-induced sonority expansion, this is not the o
effect seen at the boundaries.

The lip opening was found to be generally larger f
both /{/ and /Ä/ at a higher boundary in both the doma
initial and final positions, suggesting that sonority expans
is associated with edges of prosodic domains. Interestin
however, unlike the accent effect, neither /{/ nor /Ä/ showed
3875T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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any significant increase in the jaw opening at a hig
boundary in both the domain initial and final positions. I
stead, /{/ showed a significantdecreasein jaw opening at a
higher boundary.

With respect to the enhancement of place features,Ä/
showed lowering and backing effects in both the acou
and the articulatory vowel spaces~more consistently so in
domain-final than domain-initial position!, which could be
interpreted as the enhancement of@1low# and @1back# as
well as sonority expansion. The vowel /{/ also showed acous
tic raising and fronting and articulatory raising~but not con-
sistent fronting!. This again can be interpreted as the e
hancement of@1high# and @2back# at a higher boundary
Thus, from these results we can postulate that it is not o
sonority-related features but also nonsonority features
are enhanced at a strong prosodic boundary, even if the
hancement of such nonsonority features~e.g.,@1high# for /{/!
works antagonistically with sonority expansion. This su
gests that sonority is not the only driving force for streng
ening effects at prosodic boundaries, rejecting the hypoth
of boundary phenomena as being governed by sonority o
~e.g., Farnetani and Vayra, 1996!. @The tongue raising for
English /{/ is compatible with French EPG data reported
Fougeron~2001!, in that the French /{/ in the /p]Ip/ context
tends to have a greater degree of linguopalatal constrictio
a higher boundary.#

It is also noteworthy that thedecreasedjaw opening at a
higher boundary for /{/ indicates that, if anything, there is a
additional adverse effect against boundary-induced sono
expansion for /{/. This is especially interesting because the
is a discrepancy between the lip and the jaw open
maxima: /{/ is generally associated with a larger lip openi
but a smaller jaw opening. One possibility might have to
with competing articulatory goals in the production
domain-edge /{/: boundary-driven sonority expansion vers
the enhancement of the proper constriction degree requ
for /{/. It is plausible that the lip opening satisfies bounda
driven sonority expansion while the jaw contributes to
enhancement of@1high# for /{/. ~Recall that for the accen
effect on /{/, there was neither acoustic nor tongue/jaw ra
ing.! The reduced jaw opening may also have an effect
reinforcing the unroundedness of /{/ that may be responsibl
at least in part for the increased F2 for preboundary /{/.

Asymmetry in domain-initial versus domain-final pr
sodic strengthening. As summarized above, the boundary e
fect is generally more robust domain-finally than doma
initially. In almost all cases, the observed bounda
phenomena were evident in more speakers domain-fin
than domain-initially. The weaker domain-initial results a
roughly consistent with the EPG data in Fougeron and Ke
ing ~1997!, which showed that the vocal tract opening f
/no/ ~in reiterant speech!, was larger for phrase-initial posi
tions than for phrase-medial positions only for one spea
out of three. This is presumably because the effect
domain-initial strengthening is robust primarily on th
domain-initial consonant in]CV, but the degree of strength
ening may wane when it comes to the vowel articulatio
~See Byrd, 2000; Byrd and Saltzman, 2003 for a poss
explanation in the framework of a mass-spring gestu
3876 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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model.! This does not mean to say that there is no doma
initial strengthening effect on the vowel in]CV, but to say
that the effect is less robust as compared to the domain-
articulation.@Note that Cho~in press! also showed boundary
induced strengthening in]CV lip opening kinematics.#

Returning to domain-final phenomena, it has been p
posed that domain-final articulation is explained primarily
temporal expansion~e.g., Edwardset al., 1991; Beckman
et al., 1992!. However, as described above, the results of
present study do indicate that domain-final articulation
marked not only by temporal expansion but also by the
hancement of sonority and place features at a higher pros
boundary—that is, by strengthening as well as lengthen
A similar domain-final strengthening effect on French~/
was reported in Tabain~2003!. However, the results of the
present study are not fully comparable with previous stud
For example, consider the remark of Beckmanet al. ~1992!
regarding domain-final articulation that ‘‘@u#nlike the greater
length of a nuclear-accented syllable~with a greater articu-
latory displacement!, intonation-phrase-final lengthening
not accompanied by any significant difference in articula
displacement.’’ The basis for this remark was that the j
closinggesture for ‘‘pop’’ is temporally longer, but not spa
tially larger domain-finally. However, this remark does n
seem to pertain to our tongue and lip opening data. O
possible explanation is that the discrepancy comes from
difference in syllable structure as well as the articulato
parameters. The Beckmanet al.conclusion was based on th
V-to-C closing displacement data with closed syllab
~/!Ä!/! whereas the data in the present study were obtai
from the articulatory~static! maxima with open syllables
~/"Ä]/!. Another possibility is that the jaw may be less se
sitive to changes in the level of prosodic boundary than ot
articulators. The data presented in this paper show
among the three articulators that were examined, it is o
the jaw maxima that do not show expanded articulation
domain-final /Ä/ ~only one out of five speakers showed th
jaw lowering effect!, showing less sensitivity of the jaw to
prosodic boundaries. This is consistent with Tabain’s~2003!
claim that the jaw is less sensitive to prosodic bounda
than is the tongue. Given these two possible explanatio
the findings of the current study need not be seen as con
dicting those of Beckmanet al., but as complementing them

C. Boundary versus accent-induced strengthening

We have seen that vowels are more extremely articula
when they are either accented or located at a higher pros
boundary, suggesting that there is some sort of proso
strengthening. One of the major goals of this paper was
examine whether the prosodic strengthening that occur
the edges of prosodic domains can be accounted for by
same principle that governs accent-induced strengthenin

The results suggest that the two aspects of proso
structure are indeed differentiated by distinct phonetic p
terns. One of the most comprehensible differences betw
the two effects comes from the way in which the high fro
vowel /{/ is produced. Accented /{/ was associated primarily
with fronting in both the acoustic and the articulatory vow
spaces, which was accompanied by an increase in both
T. Cho: Prosodic strengthening and featural enhancement
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jaw and the lip opening. On the other hand, domain-fina{/
at higher boundaries was associated primarily with raising
both the acoustic and the articulatory spaces, this time
companied by adecreasein the jaw opening but an increas
in the lip opening. We then infer that phonemic distinction
maximized primarily via enhancement of the frontedne
~@2back#! under accent but via enhancement of the hei
~@1high#! at higher boundaries, while sonority is expand
in both contexts. For /Ä/, the difference between the acce
and the boundary effects was less clear, but the obvious
ference was that while there was a clear jaw opening ef
for accented /Ä/, there was virtually no jaw lowering effec
for domain-final /Ä/. Despite all these differences, howeve
there is one common property that characterizes pros
strengthening, regardless of whether it comes from accen
tion or boundary: vowels are produced with an increase
sonority as evident in the lip opening, which is taken to b
consistent way of increasing linguistic prominence at p
sodically strong locations.

D. Maintenance of phonological contrasts

Before concluding this paper, it is worth discussing ho
the results of the present study can be linked to current p
nological theories with respect to prosodically strong po
tions. In the recent phonological literature, prosodica
strong positions have been considered by some phonolo
as ‘‘privileged’’ or ‘‘licensing’’ positions in which phonologi-
cal contrasts are most often maintained, in which segm
act as triggers of phonological modification such as vow
harmony, and in which they themselves often resist suc
modification ~e.g., Beckman, 1998; Steriade, 1999; Barn
2002!. Although it is still controversial whether such a pos
tional privilege is phonetically grounded~being attributable
to the richness of the phonetic cues associated with that
sition! or structurally driven~being purely attributable to the
position itself!, what is clearer is that, cross-linguisticall
phonological contrasts are likely to be maintained in proso
cally strong positions. This phonological view of strong p
sitions as licensing for phonological contrasts has been
tested in many languages, and is indeed in line with
prosodic strengthening effects in English observed in
present study: the prosodically conditioned enhancemen
vowel features can be seen as maximally maintaining p
nological contrasts in prosodically strong positions. The p
pensity of contrast maintenance is also evident in V-to
coarticulatory resistance in prosodically strong positio
~Cho, 2004!. Moreover, such phonological theories may
further enriched by taking into account two aspects of p
sodic strengthening found in the present study: proso
strengthening has different phonetic effects depending
prosodic position and the degree of strengthening at dom
edges varies with the level of the prosodic boundary. W
respect to the interaction between prosodic strengthening
language-specificity, Cho and McQueen~in press! showed
that VOTs tend to be shortened in strong prosodic positi
in Dutch, as opposed to those in similar strong positions
English, which suggests that prosodically driven enhan
ment of phonological contrast~e.g., voiced/voiced phonemi
distinction! is further modulated by a language-specific fe
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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ture system. These findings together suggest that the inv
gation of cross-linguistic phonological patterns is warrant
with special attention paid to whether positional effects
phonological alternations and contrast maintenance are
ther conditioned by multiply-layered higher-level prosod
structure.

E. Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that the complexity
prosodic structure reflected in accentuation and hierar
cally nested prosodic constituents appear to be indeed di
entiated by speakers, as evident in discrete prosodic stren
ening phenomena in different prosodic contexts~in accented
syllables versus at edges of prosodic domains; dom
initially versus domain-finally!. Building on previous find-
ings, this implies that not only suprasegmental features~du-
ration, pitch, loudness! but also fine-grained segment
phonetic cues are all manipulated to signal the linguis
structure of prosody. Another implication of this study is th
prosodic strengthening is not simply a low-level phone
event but a complex linguistic phenomenon, giving rise
the enhancement of phonological features. This implies
prosodic strengthening is related with linguistic prominen
such that it makes a sound more distinct from neighbor
segments ~syntagmatic enhancement! and/or makes the
sound distinct from other contrastive sounds in the langu
~paradigmatic/phonemic enhancement!. This, in turn, means
that the phonological theory of positional strength or licen
ing may need to be further elaborated by taking a high-le
prosodic structure into account.
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1But, See Harringtonet al. ~2000! in which one speaker showed tempor
sequencing in achieving the sonority expansion first and then the hyp
ticulation of the vowel features of accented /{/ in Australian English.

2Out of 320 sentences that contained a phrase boundary IP or ip!, 302
sentences~94.3%! reached agreement. Each speaker contributed 28 to
IP sentences and 29 to 31 ip sentences, showing a balanced distrib
across boundary types. Furthermore, sentences were also distrib
roughly equally across accent conditions: ACC#ACC /Ä/, 36 sentences; /{/,
39 sentences!, UNA#ACC /Ä/, 38 sentences; /{/, 38 sentences!,
UNA#ACC /Ä/, 36 sentences; /{/, 39 sentences! and UNA#UNA /Ä/, 38
sentences; /{/, 38 sentences!.

33This parallel should be taken with caution: The tongue height dimens
in de Jong~1995a! was defined by a line of pellets on the lower mola
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whereas the tongue height dimension in the present was defined b
occlusal plane.
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